Stuck at Home Tech Tips
Instagram Stories & Instagram Live

An Instagram Story is a feature that lets users add photos and videos into a slideshow that
shows on the account for 24 hours. They allow the addition of text, drawings, emojis, polls
and more.
An Instagram Live is another feature that allows users to record and post video content with
the ability to interact with the viewers in real time.
Vaughan Public Libraries offers live Storytimes on its Instagram page, along with different
programs and resources. Find Vaughan Public Libraries (@vaughanpubliclibraries) on
Instagram by clicking here: Make sure to click on Follow to keep up to date with VPL!

How to View Instagram Stories
There are a few different ways to access VPL’s Instagram stories:
1. If you already follow @vaughanpubliclibraries, you will be able to find our Instagram
Stories on the Instagram home page. On a desktop, you will find this on the right-hand
sidebar, where Stories from every account you follow will appear. On a mobile device,
Stories from accounts you follow appear at the top of the Instagram app homepage.
Click on vaughanpubliclibraries or the icon to view the Story. New Stories are marked
by a ring of colour around the profile image.
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2. You can also go directly to VPL’s Instagram page, where you will see saved Stories,
which stay longer than 24 hours. To view current/new stories, click on the VPL profile
image (again, the colourful ring around the image denotes a new Story that you have
not yet viewed; once you watch the Story the ring disappears). New stories stay for 24
hours unless saved.

3. Once you click on the profile image, the Story will start. Each slide stays on for 5
seconds. To pause, click and hold on the image or video. To skip to the next slide,
either click or tap the image/video, click on the left or right arrows, or swipe left/right
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(depending on which way you would like to navigate). To exit, either click the X at the
top right corner (desktop) or swipe down the screen (mobile app).

4. To share the Story with someone on Instagram, you can click on the paper airplane
icon (mobile app only; circled above). Start typing the username of the person you
would like to share the Story or Live with and click Send beside their name.

5. For more help, take a look through the Instagram help page.
How to Watch Instagram Live Videos
1. Instagram Live videos will show up much like Instagram Stories, in the same place on
the site and app. The difference is that in addition to the colourful ring, there will also
be the word Live under the profile image. To enter the Instagram Live event, click on
the profile image and the Live event will launch. If you notice the play button (as
pictured below), that means what you will see is a replay of a previous Live event.
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2. Once in the Live event, there are several things you can do to interact with the event:
comment, ask questions

, share the Live event with a friend (send them a link)

and send hearts to the presenter
These will be labeled below:

.
This tells you an event is Live rather than
a Story or a recording of a past Live
event.

Anyone who joins the live will have their
username displayed here. The names
have been blacked out for privacy
reasons, but be aware your username &
profile image will be visible.
Comments will also appear in this
bottom section of the screen.
VPL will not be inviting participants onto
their Instagram Live storytimes, so
please disregard this feature.

Preloaded comments that will be posted
once you click on them, no typing
necessary.
Type comments here for the presenter.
Click Enter to submit comment.

3. For more help, take a look through the Instagram help page.
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